
Online Sale
Bids Open October 19 - 7:00 pm Central

with a soft close

October 22 l 7:00 pm Central
Hosted by CCI Live at www.cci.live

Mytty In Focus #MOGCK Sure Shot # Mogck Black Lass 2065MOGCK BULLSEYE # K C F Bennett Coalition SCC #Mogck Mary 1255 Mogck Mary C 1757
S A F Connection #+SydGen C C & 7 # SydGen Forever Lady 4087MISS BLACKCAP ELLSTON J2 TC Gridiron 258 #Miss Blackcap Ellston D154 # Miss Blackcap Ellston A269

CED BW WW YW SC DOC MILK HP
+1 +1.5 +69 +125 +.90 +34 +31 +20.0
CW MB RE FAT $M $W $B $C
+68 +.75 +1.05 -.018 +78 +76 +192 +327

 ★ A full sister to No Doubt selling in her entirety!  One of only six 
full sisters to No Doubt!

 ★ Has a +327 $C, the 2nd highest of any Hoover-owned female! 
 ★ Produced a $50,000 daughter selling to Nobmann Cattle Co.  This 

daughter was the 4th top weaning weight, 4th top yearling weight 
heifer of her crop!

 ★ As a 5 year-old, N64 has 13 EPDs/indexes in the best 1-5% of the 
breed: WW, YW, RADG, Doc, Foot Angle, HP, CW, RE, $M, $W, $F, 
$B and $C! 

 ★ This Path�nder dam raised one of the nicest bull calves of the 2019 
Hoover crop, Hoover Entice V61, and she is bred the same way for 
2020.

 ★ N64 has a 359 day calving interval and 4-100 BWR, 4-105 WR and 
3-107 YR.

 ★ +1.05 Ribeye EPD is above the best 1% of current dams!
 ★ Due February 26, 2020 to Mogck Entice, who has a +330 $C!
 ★ Flush sister N58 produced a �ush opportunity for $24,000 in the 2019 

Hoover Sale.

LOT

1 Miss Blackcap Ellston N64
Reg. #+17882680 Tattoo: L/R N64 01/28/14

 ★ Dam J2 sold ½ interest for $150,000 in 2018.  She sold a �ush 
(4 embryos) for $40,000, and a heifer calf pregnancy for $18,000 the 
same year.  Three pregnancies 
of J2 sold at the 2019 Bases 
Loaded Sale in Denver averaged 
$15,000!

Four generations of the Hoover Angus Family: Front row kids: 
Ty & Gwen Livingston; middle row John Kiburz, Joy & David 
McFarland; back row Landi & Andrew Livingston.  

Hoover No Doubt – Flush Brother to Lot 1

After 91 years in the Angus business, the Hoover Angus 
family has decided to put together this offering with some 
of the best genetics derived from decades of disciplined 
breeding.  Whether you are looking for embryos out of 
cows that have proven their worth the hard way, the old 
fashioned way; whether you are looking for that branded 
cow family whose name is noteworthy in the breed; whether 
you are seeking the next breed-leading $C female; or a 
“pick” from an entire heifer crop, check out what we offer 
here.  This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to dig into the 
proven side of Hoover Angus females as well as some of 
the most up-and-coming!

Videos and further information will be posted on the 2019 
Sale Page at www.hooverangus.com.  For more information, 
contact Landi at 641-344-7684.  Consultants Wes Tiemann 
816-244-4462 and Chris Earl 630-675-6559.

The Hoover Angus Family

Miss Blackcap Ellston J2
Dam of Lot 1



Rare Offering
From The Ericas

MOGCK Sure Shot #Mogck Bullseye # Mogck Mary 1255HOOVER NO DOUBT SydGen C C & 7 #Miss Blackcap Ellston J2 Miss Blackcap Ellston D154 #
Basin Expedition R156Basin Excitement # Basin Lady S532 AK ERICA OF ELLSTON M38 #  SydGen C C & 7 #Erica of Ellston G366 # Erica of Ellston D184

 ★ Four Grade 1 conventional embryos, guaranteeing 50% conception 
if implanted by an AETA certi�ed technician.

 ★ M38 is the only Path�nder dam in America that boasts a +85 
WW EPD or better, +144 YW EPD or better and a +35 Doc EPD or 
better!

 ★ She is one of only three Path�nder dams in America with a +94 
$M and +139 $B!

 ★ Top 1% for WW, YW, Doc, HP, CW, $M, and $W!
 ★ #1 indexing cow in the entire Hoover herd with 5-117 wean ratio 

and has a 355 day calving interval!
 ★ M38 was the #1 adjusted weaning weight heifer calf of her crop at 

794 pounds, WR 118, YW 1140 lbs., YR 113.
 ★ Raised three consecutive #1 adjusted weaning weight females of 

their crop with an average 846 pound weaning weight!
 ★ A daughter sold for $48,000; a son for $14,500.
 ★ From the same cow family that produced Hoover Dam, this cow 

family has put 8 different bulls in 6 different AI studs.
 ★ Grandam G366 is regarded as the best cow to ever be in production 

at Hoover Angus: has grossed over $200,000 in progeny & embryo 
sales and has two daughters and two granddaughters currently 
among the top 15 indexing cows of the Hoover program!

LOT

2A Frozen Embryos

Gardens Expedition #Basin Expedition R156 + Basin Primrose Lady 5287BASIN EXCITEMENT # Vermilion Payweight J847 #Basin Lady S532 AK Basin Lady 306E
S A F Connection #+SydGen C C & 7 # SydGen Forever Lady 4087ERICA OF ELLSTON G366 # Woodhill Statesman 54K-90N #Erica of Ellston D184 Erica of Ellston B235 #

CED BW WW YW SC DOC MILK HP
+4 +2.5 +85 +144 +.87 +35 +35 +17.2
CW MB RE FAT $M $W $B $C
+68 +.20 +.70 +.007 +94 +100 +139 +274

 ★ Offering a �ush to the bull of the buyer’s choice to Erica of 
Ellston M38.  Selling on a per embryo collected basis.  Her last 2 
conventional �ushed have averaged 5 embryos per collection.

 ★ See footnote under Lot 2A.

LOT

2B Erica of Ellston M38
Reg. 17603689 Tattoo: L/R M38 01/20/13

Erica of Ellston M38 – Donor Dam of Lots 2A and 2B

Erica of Ellston G366
Path�nder Grandam of

Lots 2A and 2B

Hoover No Doubt
Sire of Lot 2A

CED BW WW YW SC DOC MILK HP
+3 +3.2 +83 +146 +1.43 +36 +27 +17.0
CW MB RE FAT $M $W $B $C
+73 +.57 +.85 +.021 +80 +80 +169 +299

PROJECTED CALF EPD’S

 ★ Semen on Hoover No Doubt has sold for as much as $3000 in the 
last 12 months, and continues to be extremely rare.  

 ★ No Doubt boasts one of the top $C indexes among sires at +323!
 ★ Three of the top 4 selling bulls in the 2019 Hoover sale were sired by 

No Doubt at $38,000, $27,000, and $26,000.

For more general sale information and videos, visit the sale 
tab (2019) at www.hooverangus.com.  Bid online at cci.live 
starting October 19 at 7:00 pm.  For more information, 
contact Landi at 641-344-7684 or landi@hooverangus.com.

Sale consultants: Wes Tiemann 816-244-4462 and Chris 
Earl 630-675-6559.



Rare Offering
From The Ericas

EF Complement 8088 #EF Commando 1366 Riverbend Young Lucy W1470BALDRIDGE 38 SPECIAL + Styles Upgrade J59 #Baldridge Isabel Y69 Baldridge Isabel T935
Connealy Consensus #Connealy Commander Gespa of Conanga 9380ERICA OF ELLSTON P44 + Connealy Counselor #+Erica of Ellston L5 Erica of Ellston G366 #

 ★ Four Grade 1 conventional embryos, guaranteeing 50% conception 
if implanted by an AETA certi�ed technician.

 ★ Embryos are full siblings to Hoover Gatlin, the $11,000 bull 
selected by Alta Genetics in the 2019 Hoover sale!

 ★ P44 is a powerfully built female with high growth EPDs ranking her in the 
best 1-3% of the breed for WW, YW, RADG, HP, CW, $W, and $F. 

 ★ P44 is a highly productive cow – she ties as the herd’s 7th top indexing 
cow with 3-110 WR!  Her 2019 bull calf will be vying for lead-off bull 
position in our 2020 sale – he was the 11th top weaning weight bull of 
the crop, and exceptionally stout and powerful. 

 ★ A maternal sister to P44 raised the #1 adjusted weaning weight heifer 
calf of the 2019 Hoover crop!

 ★ Grandam L5 has put three bulls in stud and her 6 sons have averaged 
$24,850!  She now serves as a donor for Baldridge Bros.

 ★ Granddaughter of the great G366 cow – read more about her under 
Lot 2A.

LOT

3 Frozen Embryos

EF Complement 8088 #EF Commando 1366 Riverbend Young Lucy W1470BALDRIDGE 38 SPECIAL + Styles Upgrade J59 #Baldridge Isabel Y69 Baldridge Isabel T935
MOGCK Sure Shot #Mogck Bullseye # Mogck Mary 1255ERICA OF ELLSTON N90 Connealy Counselor #+Erica of Ellston L5 Erica of Ellston G366 #

 ★ Four Grade 1 conventional embryos, guaranteeing 50% conception 
if implanted by an AETA certi�ed technician.

 ★ One of the most complete EPD females in the Hoover herd, this L5 
daughter ranks in the best 1-2% of the breed for the following traits: 
WW, YW, Doc, HP, Milk, RE, $M, and $W.  $C of +279 ranks her 
among the breed’s eliete!

 ★ N90 ties as the herd’s 14th top indexing cow with 3-109 wean ratio!  
Her most recent son was the 6th top adjusted weaning weight bull of 
his crop at 840 pounds, WR 110. 

LOT

4 Frozen Embryos

 ★ A maternal sister to N90 raised the #1 adjusted weaning weight 
heifer calf of the 2019 Hoover crop!

 ★ Grandam L5 has put three bulls in stud and her 6 sons have averaged 
$24,850!  She now serves as a donor for Baldridge Bros.

 ★ Path�nder great grandam G366 is regarded as Hoover’s best female 
ever in production.  Read more about her under Lot 2A.

 ★ N90’s individual performance: BW 77 lbs., WW 736 lbs., WR 108, YW 
1149 lbs., YR 112, IMF 5.47, ratio 113, ribeye 13.4”, ratio 119.

Erica of Ellston L5 – Grandam of Lots 3 and 4

Hoover Gatlin – $11,000 Full Brother to Lot 3

Baldridge 38 Special – Sire of Lots 3 and 4

CED BW WW YW SC DOC MILK HP
+5 +1.0 +79 +135 +1.10 +24 +29 +13.3
CW MB RE FAT $M $W $B $C
+51 +.70 +.52 +.030 +64 +86 +143 +248

PROJECTED CALF EPD’S

CED BW WW YW SC DOC MILK HP
+6 +.4 +78 +132 +1.01 +29 +32 +16.4
CW MB RE FAT $M $W $B $C
+51 +.84 +.69 +.032 +76 +90 +143 +261

PROJECTED CALF EPD’S



Dominating $C
MOGCK Sure Shot #Mogck Bullseye # Mogck Mary 1255HOOVER NO DOUBT + SydGen C C & 7 #Miss Blackcap Ellston J2 Miss Blackcap Ellston D154 #
SydGen Journey 4355SydGen Journey 8200 Basin Lucy 1736 +BLKCP EMPRESS ELLSTON L434 TC Friction 5130 #Blkcp Empress Ellston G483 Blkcp Empress Ellston E506

CED BW WW YW SC DOC MILK HP
-1 +4.9 +75 +134  +32 +19 +16.5
CW MB RE FAT $M $W $B $C
+67 +.89 +.93 +.001 +71 +52 +198 +328

 ★ Stylish No Doubt daughter with a +328 $C, the highest $C 
Hoover-owned animal!

 ★ Sorting the AAA database with R263’s top 1-2% EPDs of WW, YW, 
Docility, HP, and $B, there is no other dam in America that can 
meet or exceed her tremendous EPDs!

 ★ She is one of only 41 dams in the breed to have a minimum +71 $M 
and +198 $B!

 ★ Rare opportunity to take home a 13th generation Hoover-bred female 
from the heart of the herd.  Her two daughters are both being retained 
in the herd allowing us to sell this great female.

 ★ This young cow in the prime of her life is set to impress in person – 
she is big, stout, nice uddered, and has the EPD’s to match. 

 ★ Individual performance: WW 727 lbs., WR 106, YW 993 lbs., YR 104, 
IMF 6.72, ratio 126, ribeye 12.1”, ratio 104, rib fat .20”, ratio 77, rump 
fat .20”, ratio 63.

 ★ Due April 7, 2020 to Baldridge Chairman.
 ★ Selling full possession and interest in this unique No Doubt daughter.

LOT

5 Blkcp Empress Ellston R263
Reg. 18540936 Tattoo: L/R R263 08/17/12

  SydGen Rocky Road 2060 + SydGen Journey 4355   SydGen Blackbird Lady 1059SYDGEN JOURNEY 8200    Vermilion Payweight J847 # Basin Lucy 1736 +   Basin Lucy 3829 +
  TC Friction 3275 TC Friction 5130 #   TC Barbara 3022BLKCP EMPRESS ELLSTON G483    LaGrand Future Direction3368 Blkcp Empress Ellston E506   Blkcp Empress Ellston B327

CED BW WW YW SC DOC MILK HP
+4 +2.4 +69 +121 +1.37 +26 +22 +15.8
CW MB RE FAT $M $W $B $C
+57 +.86 +.69 -.012 +74 +65 +184 +313

 ★ Whopping +313 $C at 7 years of age! 
 ★ Selling full possession and interest in this outcross high $C female.
 ★ Has put 4 replacement daughters in the Hoover herd, two of which 

have a $C of +331 and +320!
 ★ Of cows in America her age or older, there are only 4 cows in the 

breed that can match or exceed her $M and $B indexes!
 ★ L434’s daughter raised the 5th top adjusted weaning weight heifer calf 

of the spring 2019 Hoover crop!
 ★ Ultrasound safe to Hoover Know How, due February 25, 2020.  Know 

How is the highest $C Hoover-owned bull at +329!
 ★ Hoover Know How is one of the most up-and-coming bulls of the 

breed – he will be released by Select Sires this fall, and his �rst calf 
crop is extremely consistent, eye appealing, and powerful.  

LOT

6 Blkcp Empress Ellston L434
Reg. 17529910 Tattoo: L/R L434 08/17/12

 ★ This is a 12th generation Blackcap Empress Ellston female to be bred, 
born, raised, and in production at Hoover Angus.

 ★ This cow comes from one of the most productive and proli�c cow 
families in the 91 year Hoover history.  Sixth generation dam C57 has 
produced 82 daughter descendants that have worked in the Hoover 
herd, including 16 Path�nders and 7 donor cows!

Hoover No Doubt – Sire of Lot 5

Baldridge Chairman – Service Sire of Lot 5

Hoover Know How +329 $C Service Sire of Lot 6



Proven, Proven & Proven Again!
EF Complement 8088 #EF Commando 1366 Riverbend Young Lucy W1470BALDRIDGE 38 SPECIAL + Styles Upgrade J59 #Baldridge Isabel Y69 Baldridge Isabel T935
Famous 7001 #Roth Famous 1006 # Roth Formera 9199QUEEN OF ELLSTON C50 # Great Western of Verola 478Hawley West Girl 227 Lickings Eldorado 371 806

 ★ Offering six Grade 1 IVF embryos; guaranteeing 50% conception if 
implanted by an AETA certi�ed technician.

 ★ A �ush brother to these embryos is Hoover 44 Mag, selling to Alta 
Genetics and Diamond J Angus Ranch for $24,000!

 ★ Sire 38 Special, was the power, high-performing bull of his �ush, and 
is siring calves the same.  With an appropriate level of calving ease, 
his progeny have superior performance!  38 Special progeny have 
added body length, muscle, and solid eye appeal.  Forty-seven sons 
have averaged $9074 in Hoover sales! 

 ★ Path�nder donor dam C50 is 15 years old and has 13 natural progeny 
with an average 106 wean ratio and a 363 day calving interval on 
these 13 progeny!  This includes stealing �ushes in 6 different years!  
Her progeny are loaded with performance.

LOT

7 Frozen Embryos

MOGCK Sure Shot #Mogck Bullseye # Mogck Mary 1255HOOVER NO DOUBT SydGen C C & 7 #Miss Blackcap Ellston J2 Miss Blackcap Ellston D154 #
Famous 7001 #Roth Famous 1006 # Roth Formera 9199BLKCP EMPRESS ELLSTON C344 # S A Neutron 377 #Blkcp Empress Ellston V127 Blkcp Empress Ellston M127

 ★ Offering 6 Grade 1 IVF embryos; guaranteeing 50% conception if 
implanted by an AETA certi�ed technician.

 ★ An exciting �ush by No Doubt from one of the top females ever in 
production in our 91 year history!

 ★ C344 is still going strong at 15 years of age, and has proven her 
outstanding quality the hard way – the old fashioned way – by 
exceptional progeny performance!  She records 13-100 BWR, 13-
107 WR, and 12-104 YR with a 359 day calving interval on her 13 
natural calves!  

 ★ C344 is our second oldest living Path�nder on the 2019 Report.
 ★ C344’s four sons at auction have averaged $9275, and �ve daughters 

$5500!  A pair of beautiful ET daughters (full sibs to this mating) were 
the 2nd and 5th top adjusted weaning weight ET heifers of their crop, 
and C344’s natural heifer calf from that year was the 14th top weaning 
weight calf among all non-ET heifers!  This feat was accomplished 
when C344 was 13 years old!

 ★ One daughter of C344 was the #1 adjusted weaning weight heifer of 
her crop.

 ★ C344’s great grandam, C57, has given rise to a phenomenal cow 
family: 82 daughter descendants have stemmed from C57, including 
16 Path�nders and 7 donor cows!  Four bulls selected for use in the 
Hoover herd have also stemmed from C57. 

LOT

8 Frozen Embryos

 ★ C50 is a superior uddered cow even at her age, and offers foot and 
structure quality rarely found.  She is our oldest Path�nder cow 
included in the 2019 Report, and is only of only a handful of Hoover 
cows to have grossed over $100,000 on registered progeny sales.  
Progeny work in 7 states.

 ★ C50 has two Path�nder daughters, one of which has grossed over 
$100,000 in registered progeny sales and produced the $26,000 
lead-off bull in the 2019 Hoover sale.  Another daughter of C50 is 
the 2nd top indexing cow of the herd and weaned the #1 adjusted 
weaning weight bull of the 2019 Hoover crop!

 ★ C50 had exceptional performance herself – WW 765 lbs., WR 115, 
YW 1050 lbs., YR 109.  She scanned a whopping 13.2” ribeye to ratio 
112.  She was the 6th top adjusted weaning weight heifer of her crop.

Queen of Ellston C50 – Path�nder Donor Dam of Lot 7
Candid photo at 12 years of age

Blkcp Empress Ellston C344
Path�nder Donor Dam of Lot 8 - Photo at 8 years of age

Feet of C344, pictured at 14 years of 
age, never touched by human hands.

Hoover No Doubt S34
$27,500 Full Brother to Lot 8 embryos
#1 adjusted WW ET bull of his crop

CED BW WW YW SC DOC MILK HP
+2 +3.6 +62 +110 +1.94 +28 +19 +16.4
CW MB RE FAT $M $W $B $C
+52 +.62 +.63 +.039 +66 +45 +149 +259

PROJECTED CALF EPD’S

CED BW WW YW SC DOC MILK HP
+3 +2.7 +69 +120 +1.19 +22 +28 +11.9
CW MB RE FAT $M $W $B $C
+45 +.65 +.41 +.031 +56 +69 +124 +216

PROJECTED CALF EPD’S



Hoover Angus Farm
2731 Squirrel Ave.
Ellston, IA 50074

Online Sale
Bids Open October 19 - 7:00 pm Central

with a soft close

October 22 l 7:00 pm Central
Hosted by CCI Live at www.cci.live

ADJ. WW CED BW WW YW DOC CEM MILK
834 +7 +1.1 +82 +136 +24 +11 +28
CW MB RE FAT $M $W $B $C
+49 +.54 +.68 +.011 +81 +89 +141 +264

ADJ. WW CED BW WW YW DOC CEM MILK
725 +9 +.4 +74 +132 +25 +7 +27
CW MB RE FAT $M $W $B $C
+51 +.78 +.72 +.013 +67 +76 +157 +271

Pick of the Fall 2018-born Hoover Angus Heifers!
The �rst time Hoover Angus offers a “pick” of a calf crop!  Choose from No Doubt genetics, a large selection of daughters of the $100,000 

Baldridge 38 Special, females from the famous Erica family that has put 8 bulls in stud, and 10 daughters of Path�nder cows.  The average adjusted 
weaning weight of these 40 heifers is 717 pounds!

In the annual Hoover Angus production sales the last 5 years, the top-selling yearling heifer has garnered an average of $12,650.
This group of 40 heifers has an average BW EPD below breed average, yet WW, YW, and Docility EPD in the best 15% of the breed, $W top 

20%, Claw & Angle EPDs top 30%, $M top 35% and $B top 30%.
 Hoover Angus is an industry leader in accurate data collection and submission.  We believe this is the foundation of realistic and reliable EPDs.  
This entire group of heifers will have the following data submitted through AHIR:  BW, CE, WW, dam’s mature data (mature weight, hip height, BCS, 
and temperament), YW, ultrasound, yearling hip height, yearling temperament score, and yearling foot score.  Top heifers have been genomically 
tested.  Hoover Angus is a Maternal Plus herd.  Heifer breeding records have been submitted to AHIR for 14 years, and temperament scores have 
been submitted since the AAA began accepting this data.  Hoover Angus is a leading herd in foot score collection, and has submitted foot scores 
on over 1500 animals with one of the highest levels of scrutiny among breeders.
 A group video will be posted at www.hooverangus.com and www.cci.live in October of this set of heifers and they are available for viewing 
anytime.  

Elbamere Queen Ellston T459
Reg. 19432828 Tattoo: L/R T459 Sire: Baldridge Chairman

Erica of Ellston T462
Reg. 19432829 Tattoo: L/R T462 Sire: Baldridge 38 Special

Sample of heifers available:

ADJ. WW CED BW WW YW DOC CEM MILK
759 +7 +1.5 +76 +132 +26 +7 +27
CW MB RE FAT $M $W $B $C
+47 +.72 +.50 +.028 +64 +77 +140 +246

ADJ. WW CED BW WW YW DOC CEM MILK
762 +2 +3.3 +65 +114 +28 +12 +18
CW MB RE FAT $M $W $B $C
+51 +.62 +.63 +.039 +66 +49 +150 +261

Blkcp Empress Ellston T433
Reg. 19432822 Tattoo: L/R T433 Sire: Baldridge 38 Special

Blkcp Empress Ellston T438
Reg. 19434203 Tattoo: L/R T438 Sire: Hoover No Doubt

LOT

9




